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1. ~ O O U C I I O N  

HE PROMISE of Dipole Source Localization (DSL) T methods to allow characterization of the simultaneously 
active, underlying neural generators of human Evoked Poten- 
ti& (EP's) has remained largely unrealized due to the poor 
results obtained when using simplified models of the human 
h a d .  DSL methods rely upon models of the geometric and 
electrical properties of the head, and models of the sources 
responsible for the scalp recorded Evoked Potentials. Once 
these models are defined, standard nonlinear optimization 
algorithms are used to estimate the parameters of the sources 
which generated the potentials. Most DSL research has been 
conducted using homogeneous spherical head models [ I ] .  [2], 
homogeneous spherical models with correction factors for 
inhomogeneities [3]. [4]. or multiple shell spherical models 
[5]-[7], since relatively simple. analytic expressions can be 
derived which predict the potentials on the surface of such 
models due to dipole sources located within the brain volume. 

Several studies have shown that the use of the spherical 
approximation to head shape for Dipole Source Localization 
(DSL) can lead to significant e m  in the source parameters 
estimated from the technique. Using patients with implanted 
stimulating electrodes. Cuffin et ai. found that the use of 

spherical models in DSL procedures resulted in average source 
location errors of approximately 1 cm [8]. He and Musha [9] 
showed that inhomogeneities in the head can cause significant 
ermrs in source parameters estimated by DSL's using homo- 
geneous models of the head, especially when the swlces  were 
located close to the inhomogeneities and were oriented radial 
to them. Roth e! al. found errors in dipole location estimates 
averaging 2 cm when potentials on the surface of a three-shell, 
realistically shaped Boundary Element model of the head due 
to dipole sources located within the brain volume were fit 
using b - s h e l l  spherical models of the head [lo]. 

When multiple dipoles are active simultaneously, the accu- 
racy of the. head shape model becomcs even more crucial to 
successful partitioning of the scalp recorded evoked potentials 
among the individual sou~ces. In a set of simuktion studies, 
Bang found that when pairs of dipoles were used to generate 
a surface potential map in a multiple shell spherical model 
and a misspacified multiple shell or single-shell sphere model 
was used for the inverse DSL computations, large e ~ w s  often 
occurred in the estimation of the dipole parameters [ l l ] .  [121. 
In other work completed in our laboratory, pairs of dipoles 
were used to generate potentials on the surface of a single- 
shell Boundary Element model of a human skull, which were 
fit using a homogeneous spherical model. Location errors of up 
to 2.5 cm, orientation enors up to 70 degrees, and magnitude 
errors of over 100% were found for some pairs of dipoles 
investigated [13]. 

Several authors have reported results of DSL studies us- 
ing realistically shaped models analyzed with the Boundary 
Element Method @EM). but the use of such models has 
been severely limited by their excessive computational require- 
ments. He er al. reported results of localizations of sources 
implanted in cat brains using a realistic, single-shell cat skull 
shape model covered with 682 triangles and 343 nodes, as 
well as localization of a human epileptic focus using a single 
shell scalp model with 682 triangles and 293 nodes [14]. 
Oostendorp and van Oosterom perfonned a source localization 
study of cardiac sources using a realistic human toiso BEM 
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will call the “Standard Boundary Element Method” (SEEM). 
The Boundary Element Method @EM) is a computational 
technique which uses Green’s Theorem to hansfonn the dif- 
ferential equation describing the potential distribution within a 
volume amdwtor into an i n e m  equation over the boundary 
surfaces between regions with different electrical propertics 
[171. [18]. 'these boundary surfaces arc then discretized into a 
finite number of surface “elements” with simple geometry, 
resulting in a large set of linear equations describing the 
potential distribution over the surfaca. Each of these elements 
is defined by a set of points in threc-dimcnsional (3-D) space, 
called nodes. at which tbe values of the potential and n d  
flux density are estimated by the BEM. The value of the 
potential at my point on the surface of an element can then 
be computed by interpolating the potentials at the nodes. 

For the purpose of DSL, we are interested in finding the 
potentials at locations on the surface of a multiple shell head 
model due to dipole sounxs within the brain volume (i.e., the 
inner shell). A simple repnstntation of this is shown in Fig. 1. 
The boundary value problem to be solved is defined in tenns of 
Neumann (flux) boundary conditions only. These conditions, 
depicted in Fig. 1, aze that thc n d  c m t  exiting a region 
through a boundary surface nust equal the current entering 
the adjacent region thrwgh the same bouodary. and that there 
is no flux exiting the outermost boundary surface (Le.. no 
cumnt leaves the head). There is no unique solution to a 
boundary value problem solely defined by Neumann boundary 
conditions. All solutions to such a problem arc identical up 
to the addition of an inbinary constant to the potential values. 
Therefm, an additional constraint is applied requiring that the 
sum of all of the potentials on the outer surface must equal 
zero in order to d e  the problem solvable. Note that because 
we arc only able to recard potential differences, this constraint 
will not affect the results obtained. 

For the case of a model defined by a set of nested surfaces 
such as the one shown in Pig. 1, the discretization of the 
boundary surfaces leads to a set of linear equations of the form 

w h m  H is an N,,, by Nto, “inhence matrix,” so-called 
because it desnibes the auencc: of each node in the model on 
each of the othcr nodes in the model, N,,, is the total number 
of nodes in the modcl, u is a vector of length NtOt containing 
the values of the potential at each node in the model, and 
b is a vector of length N I ,  describing tbe influence of any 
sources in the model [ 191. Note that this set of equations results 
because of the specific typc of model under consideration, 
one with a set of nested shells of uniform conductivity and 
no current exiting the outer surface. In this case, rhe flux 
t e r n  necessary to define the problem can be eliminated 
since they are known to be zero on the outer surface and 
the nonnal cunent cunnts  crossing each of the inner shells 
must be continuous. This problem can then be solved for the 
unknown potential distribution on the surfaces by inverting 
the R manix and multiplying it by the b vector for any given 
source distribution. 

The SBEM computations can be divided into two distinct 
steps. The first is very computationally expensive but must 
be perfonned only once for a given BEM mesh, while the 
second step is much less computationally complex but must 
be repeated for each source parameter configuration being 
investigated. This separation is convenient for DSL methods 
since they rely upon iterative calculations involving only the 
second step. 

The first step, which we call the “Initialization Procedure,” 
involves the creation and decomposition of the influence 
matrix. This is time-consuming because it involves numerical 
integrations over each surface element in the model to mate 
the influence matrix, followed by an LU decomposition of the 
resulting matrix. These numerical integrations are performed 
by sampling the integrands at a set of locations over the 
surface of interest. The product of the values at the sample 
points (called integration points) and weighting coefficients 
is then summed in order to obtain an estimate of the actual 
surface integral [20]. Vety smooth integrands can be accu- 
rately integrated with a small number of integration points, 
while less smooth integrands require larger numbers of points, 
and are hence more computationally burdensome. For some 
classes of elements (such as planar, constant elements), good 
approximations to the integrals can be derived which do not 
q u i r s  any numerical integration; however, models employing 
these elements in regions close to the locations of sources 
are especially susceptible to errors because the potential is 
not allowed to vary over the surface of the element. Because 
a large number of elements (and hence a large number of 
nodes) is generally necessary for accurate surface potential 
computations, the influence matrix can be very large and can 
take a significant amount of time to create and decompose. 
The computational complexity of the Initialization Procedure 
is difficult to state in a general way because it depends 
upon the type of integration used to compute the elements 
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of the influence matrices. In the case of planar elements, 
no numerical integration is IWXSSWY and Ihe d o n  of the 
inAuavx matrices will scale with the squan of the number of 
nodea in the model. The portion of the Initialization procbdurc 
involving the LU decomposition of the H maw d e s  with 

”he .second step, which we call the “Weight Punction Com- 
putation.” involves the. incorporation of the influence of the 
sources (creation of the b vector) and the back substitution of 
the LU decomposed matrix to compute the surface potentials. 
Ita computational cost scales as the square of the number of 
nodes in the model [15]. (211. The result of thcse computations 
is a set of “weight functions” for the nodes on each of thc 
surfaces due to the source parmeters estimated for the current 
iteration of the DSL. The weight function for a given electrode 
is simply the value of the potential at that electrode generated 
by che dipole source (or sources) being investigated when each 
source is assigned a unit magnitude. Thesc weight functions 
can then be used to estimate the source magnitude functions 
which best fit the recorded surface potentials. 

We have devised a minor modification to the SBEM. which 
we call the “Accelerated Standard Boundary EIemcnt Method“ 
(ASBEM). The ASBEM s p a d s  up the Weight Function Com- 
putation significantly so that the compucatiwal cost scales 
linearly with the number of nodes in the model. and decredEeS 
the storage requirements. This is accomplished by solving 
for the potentials only at the points on the outer surface 
corresponding to the electrode locations. In order to use this 
technique, an additional step must be completed in the Initial- 
ization Rocedurt in which the true inverse of the influence 
matrix is computed. m e  number of required floating point 
operations (FLOP’S) of the. true inverse is 2N,3, a.~ opposed 
to the N!ot of the LU decomposition requited for the SBEM. 
Then, the Weight Function Computntion requires only the rows 
of the inverted intluenee manix which cornspond to the nodes 
on the outer surface located at the ek lmde  sites. These rows 
can be multiplied by the b vector for a given source distribution 
to yield the potentials at the electrode locations only, since 
these arc the only potentials needed for the DSL computations. 
This requires a multiplication of an NeiK by N,,, matrix by a 
vector of length Nm,, where N.1, is the number of electrodes 
at which the potentials being analyzed have been ncorded. 
Since N e k  is generally much smaller than NtOt (by at least 
an order of magnitude), this yields a significant computational 
savings. Now, as the model size (Le., the number of elements 
and nodes) increases, the compuUtional cost of the Weight 
Function computntion increases only linearly with the number 
of node for a given number of electrode locations. Althougb 
the conceptual differences behveen the SBEM and the ASBEM 
are minor, to our knowledge, all BEM computations for the 
purposc of DSL analysis Fcportad in the literruure usc the 
SBEM. This is most likely because the DSL research involving 
realistic head shape modeling reported in the literature thus far 
his been done by researchers with ~cce8s to high @onnance 
computers [ 101 or who have used somewhat coarsely meshed 
models of the head useful for relatively deep sources, but less 
accurate for eccentric, cottical sources [15]. 1221. Therefore, 
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these rtsuvchers were not Concerned with the computational 
issues involved. 

m. DFSCRIITION OF THE LEAD Fl@LD ANALYSIS ALGORITHM 

The Lead Field Analysis (LFA) Algorithm is based upon the 
well-known Reciprocity Theorem of electromagnetics. It has 
been applied to elecwde sensitivity by Rush and DriscoU[23], 
[24]. and Nunez [25]. and to the problem of the potential on 
the surface of a homogeneous, spherical volume conductor by 
Brody [26]. The main difference in the application presented 
here is that rather than apply this theorem to rhe continuous 
diffmntial equation (the Poisson equation), it is applied to 
the discretization of this differential quation as employed by 
the BEM. Briefly, the Reciprocity Theorcm 8tat.e~ that if one 
is interested in the potential diEerence between two points in 
space (the “leads”) due to a dipole source at a given location, 
this potential can be obtained by computing the electlic field 
present at the location of the dipole source (the “lead field) 
due to a unit current injected at one of the lead.. and a unir 
cumnt extracted from the reference lead. The potential m s s  
the two leads due to a dipole at the source location can then be 
computed by forming the dot product of the lead field (scaled 
by the magnitude of the currents injected and exwcted at the 
scalp surface) with the dipole source vector. This is illustrated 
graphically in Fig. 2. 

The application of the Reciprocity Theorem to the head 
shape volume conductor problem has the effect of shirting 
the source locations from the brain volume to the electrode 
locations on the scalp surface. We are now concerned with 
computing the lead fields at a given source point in the brain 
volume due to each of the recording channels, rather than 
computing the surface potentials at the recording elecaodcs. 
This is a fundamentally different problem, but one that can 
still be solved using the BEM. The boundary conditions to be 
imposed are still Neumann conditions, but now the nodes on 
the outer surface of the madel comsponding to the electrode 
locations have nonzero nonnal fluxes. This requires a different 
formulation of the boundary value problem which does not 



eliminate the flux terms. For a two-nested shell problem as 
illustrated in Pig. 2, this formulation is as follows 1171. [18]: 

w h m  H is again called an influence matrix but is now of size 
2N, + Nz by 2N1+ N2, and is computed in a different manner 
from that described for the SBEM and ASBEM because. the 
flux terms are not eliminated. Ni is the number of nodes on 
the inncr shell, N2 is the numbcr of nodes on the outer shell, 
us, is a vector of length Nj containing the unknown potentials 
at all nodes on shell j .  qsj is a vector of length Nj containing 
the fluxes at all nodes on shell j ,  andG is an influence matrix 
of size N2 by N2. Tbe current injection and extraction at the 
leads can then be i n t m d d  into the poblm through the ps2 
vector. which contains the normal fluxes at all nodes on the 
outer shell. For each channel, the qm vsctar is assembled, with 
the unit normal current extracted from the volume placed at 
the position in the qs2 vcctor COmEponding to tbe reference 
electrode node and the unit normal current injected into the 
volume placed at the other electrude node. AU other nodes on 
the outer shell are set to m normal m n t .  This qsz vector 
is then multiplied by the C mablix and the result is multiplied 
by thc inverse of the E matrix. This yields a set of potentials 
and normal fluxes at the nodes of the inner shell of the model, 
u s 1  and q.1 (~Onesponmng . to the brain surface), as well as 
a set of potentials at the nodes of the outer shell, u.1. ms 
formulation is g e d i z a b l e  to any number of nested shells. 
It should be noted at this point that. although the H matrix 
described for the LFA Algorithm is larger than that described 
for the SBEM and ASBEM. it is banded. The bandwidth of the 
matrix can be daamined by considering each homogeneous 
mnc of the model separately. A zone of a model consisting 
entirely of nested shells (which is the type of model used to 
represent a realistic head shape consisting of brain, skull, and 
scalp shells) is a region ktwccn two adjacmt shells. For each 
mnc. an estimate of the bandwidth (BW) of the E matrix can 
be obtained by multiplying the number of nodes comprising 
the inner shell by two and adding it to the number of nodes 
on the outer shell. 'IEe overall bandwidth of the H matrix 
is determined by the maximum value of BW over all of the 
zones comprising the model. This is described in &tail in [17] 
and [IS]. Stated mathematically. 

BW = (2 X Ni) + Ni+l (3) 

where a is chosen such that the following expression is true: 

(2 x N,) + Ni+i 2 (2 x N J )  + Nj+l V j 5 NS - 1 (4) 

w h m  N S  is the number of nested shells comprising the 
BEM model. 'Ihmforr. the computational cost of the LU 
decompositiOn is comparable to that of the SBEM and ASBEM 
for models with several nested shells. 

Using the potentials and Ilonnal fluxes on the nodes of the 
inncr shell of the model, the lead field in the s-direction at any 

point within that inner shell for channel n can be computed 
easily using the following: 

where Sk is the surface of element k, Neil is the number of 
elements on the inner shell, ut(r) and qk(r)  an the potential 
and normal flux on the element at point r calculated by 
the Initialization Rocedure for channel n. u"(r,r.). called 
the 'Tundatnental potential solution," is the potential which 
would be generated at a position r on the surface Sk by 
a unit point source at the location r. of the dipole source 
in the brain volume if no boundaries existed, and q*(rrrs) 
is the "fundamental flux solution" defined as the derivative 
of u*(r,r.) with respect to the normal of the surface Sh at 
the point r. The expressions for the y and z components of 
the field are similar. These fundamental solutions are analytic 
expressions which do not depend upon the geomevy of the 
volume conductor. For the case of a 3-D problem such as 
the one in which we are intmsted, the fundamental potential 
solution is simply 

Note that once the potentials and normal currents on the inner 
shell are computed, the lead fields at any location within the 
brain volume can be computed without any further information 
about the outer shells. 
From a computational perspective, the most troubling as- 

pects of (S) are the two numerical integrations which must be 
performed. However, the nature of the problem being solved 
makes this less burdensome than it may at first appear. Since 
the currents are being applied on the outor surface of the 
model, the pbtentials and fluxes (uk and q k )  on the inner shell 
of the model are relatively smooth and easy to integrate. The 
characteristics of the fundamental flux and potential solutions 
(u' and q') are determined by the location of thc dipole source 
being modeled. Elements which are located close to a dipole 
s o m e  will have fundamental solutions with large gxadients 
over their surfaces, requiring a larger number of integration 
points for accurate solutions to (5 )  than those located further 
from the dipole sources. However, it is a relatively simple 
task to define a set of integration rule criteria based upon 
distance from the dipole souroe to the surface element which 
yield accurate integrations with the smallest possible number 
of integration points. For the case of constant elements on the 
inner shell, it is possible to compute an accurate solution to 
( 5 )  with no numerical integration at all for elements located 
far away from the dipole s o w .  It is important to note that 
the LFA Algorithm results in fundamental potential and flux 
solutions (71. and q') with large gradients for some elements. 
However, these fundamental solutions can be accurately inte- 
grated by increasing the number of integration points being 
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curate Weight Function Computations for a wide variety of 
dipole source locations with a single BEM mesh. 

A. Computational E@iency 
Thc number of FLOP's required for calculation of the 

Weight Function Computations of both the LFA Algorithm 
and the ASBEM scale linearly with the number of nodes in 
the BEM model, while that of the SBEM scales with the square 
of the number of nodes, affording both the LFA Algorithm and 
the ASBEM significant advantages in computational efficiency 
which make it feasible to perform these computations on 
pmonal computaa. For the case of the SBEM, each Weight 
Function Computation requires the calculation of the source 
tenns and backsubstitution of the LU decomposed matrix. This 
requires approximately 2N& + N,,, FLOP'S. The ASBEM 
requins computation of only Ne!= elements of the source 
vector and multiplication of the Ne!, x N,,, submatrix of 
the inverted influence matrix with this vector. This results in 
approximately Neh+2h'.~,Nt,t IXOP's. Finally, the LFA Al- 
gorithm Weight Function Computation requires the evaluation 
of (5). The number of FLOPS required is difficult to specify 
because of the numerid integration required. However, even 
if a dipole source is located very close. to the brain surface, 
high order numerical integration will only be required on 
one or a few elements close to this point. The number of 
FLOP'S will be approximately Nelsc x N,, x (1 + FLOP's 
for u* and q' derivatives), where Ni, is the number of nodes 
on the inner shell of the model. The resulting computation 
times for each method an? demonstrated graphically in Fig. 4, 
which shows the time required to perform the Weight Function 
Computation for the SBEM, ASBEM, and LFA Algorithm 
on an IBM RS/6000 Model 530 Workstation as a function 
of the number of nodes in the model. Note the dramatic 
computational savings for the Weight Function Computations 

of both the ASBEM and the LFA Algorithm with increasing 
model size. 

B. Storage Requirements 
The amount of data needed for the Weight Function Com- 

putation is significantly reduced by the LFA Algorithm, as 
compared to both the SBEM and the ASBEM. In order to 
perform the Weight Function Computation using the SBEM, 
the entire LU decomposed influence maPix must be available, 
as well as the Cartesian coordinates of all nodes in the 
model (used in the computation of the right-hand side vector). 
The use of the ASBEM dramatically reduces these storage 
requirements because only Ne,= rows of the inverted influence 
matrix must be stored, as well as the locations of aIl nodes 
in the model. The LFA Algorithm decreases these storage 
requirements even further, since only the potentials and normal 
fluxes for each channel at each node on the inner shell of the 
model, as well as the locations of the nodes on the inner 
shell must be stored. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the storage 
requirements of the SBEM increase rapidly with the model 
size because the size of the LU decomposed matrix increases 
as the square of the number of nodes in the model. 

C. Availability of Derivatives 
Another advantage of the LFA Algorithm is that it is 

possible to derive expressions of the derivatives of the surface 
potentials with respect to the location of the source because 
( 5 )  defines the lead fields as a function of the location of 
the dipole source. Therefore, optimization techniques. such 
as Levenberg-Marquadt [27], which use these derivatives can 
be employed. These optimization techniques tend to converge 
to minima more quickly than others. such as the Simplex 
algorithm [27]. which search for a minimum without the use 
of this information. 

D. Accuracy Improvements 
Since the application of the Reciprocity Theorem in the 

LFA Algorithm moves the sources under consideration to 
the known and unchanging electrode Ircations on the outer 
surface of the BEM model, a single mesh can be constructed 
which is ophmizcd for those electrode locations and yields 
accurate Weight Function Computations regardless of the 
location of the dipole source under consideration. This is 
one of the LFA Algorithm's most important advantages for 
the purpose of Dipole Source Localization. This is based 
upon the fact that as SoUIces are moved close to a boundary 
and the gradients in the potential distribution become large 
in that region, the BEM mesh must be refined in order 
to accurately model these large gradrcnts. When modeling 
cohcal s o w ,  which can be located very close to the 
brain surface., it becomes necessary to either build meshes 
which am highly refined over the en& brain surface (which 
would be very computationally expensive). or to refine the 
BEN mesh for each specific source location beiing examined. 
As described earlier. when the BEM mesh is changed, the 
Initialization Rocedure must be repeated, requiring a large 
amount of computational effort. However, since the LFA 
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algorithm removes the JOuIces from the brain volume and 
places them at the known and unchanging electrode locations 
on the scalp surface, a BEM mwh which is optimized for these 
mesh locations can be constructed and accurate lead fields can 
be calculated at any point within the brain volume using this 
mesh. Thus. for a mo&l with a given number of nodes (and 
hence a given mmprtational cost), a BEM megh constmcted 
for and analyzcd with the LFA Algorithm yields more accurate 
surface potmtiale for a wider range of dipole IKxLTce locations 
than a model with the same number of nodes optimized for 
and analyzed with the SBEM or ASBEM. 
Ibe improved accuracy of the LFA Algorithm for eccen- 

nic sources in the brain volume was tested with a set of 
simulations. Three BEM models were mnsrmcted for these 
simulations. Each model npwcnted a three-shell sphere with 
an inner (brain) shell radius of 8.7 cm, a middle (skull) shell 
radius of 9.2 cm, and an outer (scalp) shell radius of 10.0 cm. 
The brain and scalp zones w m  assigned a unit conductivity 
while the skull zone was assigned a conductivity of 1180. in 
Bccordllllce with the model of Ary et d [3]. A spherical model 
was chostn 80 that the c~nputed surface potentials could be 
c o m p a d  to those malting from an analytic expression and 
the accuracy of the BEM computations couid be examined. 

Algorithm model (LFA) wen constructed. SBEM,,,, and LFA 
NO SBEM  model^ (SBEM.,i and SBEM,r) and O I I ~  LFA 

were almost identical in size (1752 versus 1722 nodes), while 
SBEM,f was lager, containing 2350 nodes. 

SBEM,,,i was constructed with a uniform mesh distribution 
over all three of the shellx, while each shell of SBEM,t WBS 

cons@ by refining the SBEM.,; mesh at a set point on the 
surface in an effort to increase the surface potential accuracy 
for sources located close to tk refinement point. Fig. 6 shows 
the inner shells of the SBEM,,, and SBEM,.f models. LFA 
was constructed by generating a relatively uniform mesh over 
all thrce of the model surfaces and then refining the meshes 
on each shell in the region of the eight electrode locations. 
Since the "sou~cc8'' under consideration in an LFA Algorithm 
analysis are locatad at the ekctmde locations, it was expected 
that this type of refinement would yield accurate surface 
potentials for dipoles simulated at any location within the 
brain volume. The resulting mesh on the inner shell of the LFA 
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model is shown in Fig. 7. AU elements utilized in these models 
were linear quadrilaterals with curved geometry, except for 
those on the outer shell of the LFA model at the elechode 
locations (eight elements) and those at the center of the 
refinement regions on each of the three shells in the SBEM,d 
model (1 2 elements) which were quadratic quadrilaterals with 
curved geometry. 

Dipole sources were simulated along three radii within the 
brain volume at eccentricities from 0% of the brain radius 
(the center) to 99% of the brain radius (8.61 cm). Electrode 
1 was chosen as the reference electrode. The three radii 
along which dipole mrces wen simulated am shown in Fig. 
8. 'Ihe model SBEM,ef was refined at points on each of 
the surfaces corresponding to its intersection with Radius 2. 
Dipoles w m  placed at steps of 5% of the radius of the inner 
shell from 0-9096 and at steps of 1% from 9149% along 
each radius. At each location, dipoles with radial and two 
orthogonal tangential orientations were simulated separately. 
Potentials across the seven electrode channels were computed 
for each dipole source using the SBEM for the SBEM,,i and 
SBEM,,f models and the LFA Algorithm for the LFA model. 
The potentials amtx the channels were also computed using 
the analytic expression for a threeshell sphere 11 I]. The emrs  
reported in the following results are called Range Percent 
Errors (WEB) and are defined for a given channel i as 

where V&, is the analytic potential across channel i, ViEM 
is the potential across channel i computed by the BEM 
methcd (either SBEM or LFA Algorithm), and VOm,t and 

V:& are the maximum and minimum analytic values of the 
potential across all Seven channels for this dipole source. This 
is basically a measure of the e m r  in the potential for a even  
channel as a percentage of the range of potentials recorded 
across all of the channels. 

Fig. 9 shows the RF'E's for dipole sources along Radius 
2 (the "Refened Radius" of model SBEM,d) for the radial 
and tangential sources in models SBEM,,i and SBEM,.r. 
The black circles in each figure show the d a n  W E  BCIOSS 

all seven channels for each eccentricity simulated while the 
error bars show the range of the R P E s  across all seven 
channels. Fig. 9, column (a) shows the results for the radial 
sources, and columns (b) and (c) show the results for the 
two tangential orientations. Clearly, SBEM,,f yields surface 
potentials with higher accuracy for dipole sources along the 
Preferred Radius than SBEM,,;, but the R P E s  for dipoles 
with eccentricities above 94% show a rapid increase even for 
SBEM,.r. Fig. 10 shows the RPE's for radial dipole sources 
along Radii 1, 2, and 3 for each of the three models. There 
are two main properties of these plots which demonstrate 
the relative weaknesses of the SBEM as compared to the 
LFA Algorithm. First, the W E s  of the LFA model have a 
significantly smaller dependence on eccentricity than those 
of the SBEM. While there is a general increasing trend in 
the W E  with increasing eccentricity for both methods, the 
LFA model RPEs never went above 7.5%. while those of the 
SBEM models at high eccentricities hit maximum values of 
well over 100%. Secondly, although SBEM,.f yielded lower 
RPEs for dipoles with large eccentricities along its F k f d  
Radius, the RPEs along the other two radii were as large 
as (if not larger than) those of SBEM,,,. This is especially 
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problematic because it shows that an SBEM mesh will have lo 
be refined (and hence the Initialization Roccdure recomputed) 
for eccentric dipok sources in locations other than those for 
which the mesh was created. while the LFA models will yield 
accurate surface potentials ~CIUSS a given set of electrodt pairs 
for dipole sources at any locations. 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCL.USION 

The need for better models of the head for use in Dipole 
Source Localization methods hae been generally agreed upon, 
but the lack of techniques allowing their use by researchers 
without access to high-powered computers has resulted in 
reliance upon greatly simplified models of the head such as 
single aud multiple-shell spheres. We have found that &cause 
the LFA Algorithm improves the cornputat id  efficiency of 
the Weight finaion Computation, potentials at the eloctrodc 
locations on even relatively large models (with up to 2000 
nodes) can be computed in lass than half a s m d  on an Intei 
486-based pcrsonal computer. Additionally, the data necessary 
to perfom the Weight Function Computation with the LFA 
Algorithm for a mcdcl with as many as 5000 nodes can 

be stored in less than 2 Megabytes, a reasonable amount of 
storage on a personal computer, while the analysis of the same 
model with the SBEM would require 95 Megabytes of storage, 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
The use of the LFA Algorithm can facilitate the incorpora- 

tion of realistic head shape models into the DSL procedures of 
many more rcsearchcrs than allowed by the SBEM or ASBEM 
because of the increased computational efficiency and reduced 
storage requirements of the Weight Function Computation and 
its improved robustness in the face of widely varying dipole 
source locations. Although the Initialization Roccdure requires 
the use of more powerful computers. it needti to be performed 
only once for a given BEM mesh. There.fore. this part of the 
computation can be performed off-line by a more powrrful 
computer, and the data necessary for the Weight Function 
Computation used for numerous analyses. Alternatively. a set 
of generic head shapcs could be developed and the information 
necessary for the LFA Weight Function Computation utilized 
for many different analyses and by other researchers who could 
apply it to their evoked potential data. 

One of the most important advantages of the LFA Algorithm 
for the purpose of Dipole Source Localization is the accuracy 
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and stability of the surface potential computation in the face 
of widely varying sowe parametm. Because the locations 
of the neural generators me generally unknown (that is what 
we arc searching for), it is usually not possible to know in 
advance which regions of the BEM mesh must be refined in 
order to obtain accurate surface potentials. In addition, many 
of the sources of intnrst in Dipole Source Localization arc 
comical, and arc therefore located very close to the brain 
surface. The SBEM is susceptible to large errom for sources 
located close to a surface unless the mesh is refined in 
those regions, requiring a new Initialization Procedure, which 
is computationally expensive. However, the LFA Algorithm 
x q u h  mesh refinement only at the known and unchanging 
electrode locurions and can then be used to accurately compute 
the surface potentials due to dipole sources at any location 
within the brain volume. 

Dipole Source Localization method8 also require the use of 
iterative algtnithms which seprch the parameter space for those 
source pamncms which yidd an optimal fit to the recorded 
surface potentials. Therefore. the method used to compute the 
surface potentials must be accurate not only for sources at 
the locations of the actual generatom, but also for sw~ces 
in S d  ’ g regions. Fig. 10 clearly shows that the emrs  
in the surface potentials calculated with the SBEM begin to 
behave in unstable ways at large eccentricities (above 85% 
of the brain radius), while those computed with the LFA are 
much mom stable. This could pose major problems fur DSL 
computations if, for instance. a source were located at 85% 
eccentricity and the optimization procedure began to search 
in slightly more eccentric regions. Although the potentials at 
exactly 85% eccentricity might have reasonably small errors, 
the large mors for sources at slightly higher eccentricities 
could cause the Optimization mutine to move away from the 
correct source location. 

Finally, the LFA Algorithm can also be applied to models 
analyzed with the Finite Element Method ( E M )  and will 
result in many of the same advantages as those for the BEM. 
especially with respect to a reduced need to refine thc mesh 
for dipole sources in different locations in the brain. The mesh 
refinement problem is even more severe for FEM models since 
the entire volume must be meshed. Therefore, even for sources 
located far from the brain boundary, the FEM mesh needs to 
be refined in the area of the source and this refinement must 
be altered each time the 8 w ~ c c  is moved. The LFA Algorithm 
should allow mesh refinement only in ths regions on the outer 
surface of the model companding to the elearode locations, 
allowing a single mesh to be uacd for any dipole source 
location. The use of the FEM. as opposed to the BEM. is 
desirable when anisotmpy or local changes in the conductivity 
profile of a region need to be modeled. 
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